B O S TO N P O L I C E D E PA R T M E N T

2016 Homicide
Year End Report

HOMICIDE UNIT
Lieutenant Detective Darrin P. Greeley, Commander, Homicide Unit
Deputy Superintendent Marcus C. Eddings, Criminal Investigation Division
Superintendent Gregory Long, Bureau of Investigative Services

HOMICIDE UNIT MISSION STATEMENT
The Boston Police Homicide Unit is committed to providing a comprehensive and
timely investigation of all homicides and suspicious deaths in the City of Boston. All of
our investigations will conform to the laws and constitution of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the United States of America. We pledge uncompromising diligence
and integrity will be adhered to in the quest to bring justice to those individuals responsible for murdering persons in the jurisdiction of the City of Boston. The Homicide Unit
with the assistance of the Victim Witness Advocate will provide physical and emotional
support to family survivors of homicide victims.
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ABOUT THE HOMICIDE UNIT
The Boston Police Homicide Unit serves as the lead investigative group for homicides,
suspicious deaths, fatal collisions, cases in which the victim may die as the result of a
criminal act, as well as the investigation of the sudden death of infants and those apparently stillborn. The Boston Police Department (BPD) is committed to providing
Boston residents with professional and effective investigations.
The Homicide Unit works with the Suffolk County District Attorney’s Office, who by
statute is in charge of all death investigations conducted in Suffolk County. The Homicide Unit is comprised of eight squads that are assigned on a rotating schedule to
investigate a homicide. One squad comprised of a sergeant detective and 2-3 detectives
are assigned as the lead investigative squad for each homicide. Additional personnel are
assigned to assist as needed.

HOMICIDE UNIT BREAKDOWN:
				

ADMINISTRATIVE
SERGEANT
Sgt. Det. Thomas Foley

SQUAD #2 DAYS

Sgt. Det. Sean Doherty
Det. Robert Zingg
Det. Victor Evans
Det. John Boyle

SQUAD #3 DAYS

Sgt. Det. Michael Stratton
Det. Nick Moore
Det. Vance Mills
Det. Jose Teixeira

SQUAD #5 DAYS

Sgt. Det. Garrett Mitchell
Det. Philip Bliss
Det. Louis Relerford

SQUAD #6 DAYS

Sgt. Det. Richard Lewis
Det. Eric McPherson
Det. Richard Moriarty
Det. Lanita Cullinane

SQUAD #6 NIGHTS
Sgt. Det. Marc Sullivan
Det. Joshua Cummings
Det. Paul MacIsaac
Det. Anthony Williams

SQUAD #2 NIGHTS

UNSOLVED SQUAD

SQUAD #3 NIGHTS

FATAL COLLISION
INVESTIGATIVETEAM

Sgt. Det. James Wyse
Det. Paul Chevrette
Det. Mel Ruiz
Det. Carolyn Sygiel

Sgt. Det. Michael Devane
Det. Brian Black
Det. Michael Walsh
Det. Robert Kenney

SQUAD #5 NIGHTS
Sgt. Det. Richard Daley
Det. David O’Sullivan
Det. John Callahan
Det. Tod Herron
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Sgt. Det. William Doogan
Det. John Cronin
Det. Charles Coleman
Det. Kevin Pumphret

Sgt. Thomas Barrett
Det. Timothy Evans
Det. Lenin Frederick
P.O. James Scopa
P.O. Wiliam Zubrin

WITNESS / VICTIM
ADVOCATES
P.O. Marivelle Crespo

FUGITIVE UNIT

Sgt. Det. Brian Albert
Det. Sean Joyce
Det. Joe Marrero
Det. Michelle Williams
P.O. Greg Dankers
P.O. Winston Deleon
P.O. Michael Doyle
P.O. Michael McManus
P.O. Patrick Murphy
P.O. Greg McCormick
P.O. Michael Brown
P.O. Karyn McCarthy

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN:
Total Number of Persons in Unit

•
•
•
•

41 Total
39 Sworn Personnel
2 Civilian
1 Analyst

Male/Female Breakdown

•
•
•

37 Male Sworn
2 Female Sworn
2 Female Civilians

Rank/Ethnic Background for Sworn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Male Caucasian Lieutenant Detective
11 Male Caucasian Sergeant Detectives
10 Male African American Detectives
1 Female African American Detective
1 Male Hispanic Detective
15 Male Caucasian Detectives
1 Female Caucasian Detective

HOMICIDE UNIT ASSIGNMENTS
Homicide Victim Advocacy

The Victim-Witness Service component of the BPD Homicide Unit advocates for family
members of the victim during the stages of grief and recovery. It is staffed by Victim-Witness Resource Officers. The purpose of Victim-Witness Resource Officers is to maintain
positive communication between detectives and these survivors through meetings, forums, initiatives, and other community events. Advocates work with investigators to help
grieving families by connecting families to funeral resources, burial resources and making
referrals to public and non-profit counseling and trauma services.
Unsolved Squad

The Unsolved Squad is comprised of one (1) Sergeant Detective and three (3) detectives.
The Unsolved Squad is responsible for cases that have been worked on by the original
assigned detective(s) for a period of up toten (10) years and all leads have been exhausted
and no additional lead(s) are known the case. The Unsolved Squad of the Boston Police
Homicide Unit is also responsible for providing any additional investigative services and
primary oversight required by the Boston Police Department in the cases of any Chapter
278A motion/appeals. These motions/appeals are usually generated through the Defense
Bar’s “Innocence Program” or the Office of the District Attorney’s “Conviction Integrity
Program.” In 2016, the Unsolved Squad facilitated, coordinated or otherwise provided
investigative services for approximately eighteen (18) of these cases.
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The Unsolved Squad is also responsible for providing case review and summary report
services prior to any parole hearings for persons convicted of, or having pleaded guilty
to Murder in the 2nd Degree. In 2016, the number of parole requests processed by the
Cold Case Squad has increased over the number processed in 2015. The Squad processed
thirty three (33) applications for parole in 2016, an increase of 22% over 2015.
Fugitive Unit

Reporting directly to the Homicide Unit Commander, the Fugitive Unit is made up
of eight (8) Police Officers and four (4) Detectives with one (1) Detective and one (1)
Police officer assigned to the U.S. Marshals HIDTA T.F. “full time”. One detective is also
assigned to Renditions full time as well. In addition the Fugitive Unit works on a regular
basis with members of the U.S. Marshals, Mass State Police VFAS and CPAC, Brookline
P.D., U.S. Marshals OCDETF New England, Suffolk County Sheriff ’s Dept., and a host
of other local cities and towns.
Firearm Discharge Investigation Team

The Firearm Discharge Investigation Team (FDIT) has sole responsibility for investigating firearm discharges involving a member of the Department. The FDIT is a team of
highly skilled investigators and technicians that respond at two different levels depending
on the seriousness of the firearm discharge, Blue and Red. The Blue Response is for all
firearm discharges that result in the killing of a dangerous or injured animal; all discharges not resulting in death, injury or significant property damage; all Rule 303A less-lethal
force (“bean bag”) and 303B (taser) discharges. The Red Response is for to all firearm
discharges resulting in death or injury and discharges where a violation of criminal law
cannot be eliminated.
Fatal Collision Investigations Team

The Fatal Collision Investigations Team (FCIT) is comprised of one sergeant, two detectives, and three police officers. The FCIT responds to motor vehicle accidents that result
in life threatening injuries or death and investigates the incident to ensure parties are held
responsible if criminal. The FCIT utilizes resources specific to motor vehicles crashes and
forensic units, as appropriate.
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2016 YEAR END STATISTICS
2016 Citywide
Homicides

The City of Boston experienced 49 homicides in 2016. Boston saw a 23% increase in homicides from 2015 to 2016 but remained 16% below the 10-year average. Districts A7, B3,
and C11 experienced a rise in homicides. Area B-2 accounted for nearly 31% of all 2016
homicides. The highest percentage (75%) of these homicides was committed with a firearm.
In the calendar year 2016, the BPD reported a Uniform Crime Report statistic (UCR) of
49 homicides. Of the 49 homicides, 45 occurred in 2016. Of the 4 homicides carried over
from other years, one (1) homicide occurred in 2008, one (1) occurred in 2005, one (1)
occurred in 2013 and one (1) occurred in 2014.
2016 Homicide Clearances

In the calendar year 2016 the BPD
Homicide Unit cleared 30 homicide cases
through arrest or exceptional clearances,
19 of the clearances were homicide cases
from 2016 and 11 homicide cases from
previous years were cleared.
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Investigations

In addition to investigating the 45 2016 Homicides, the Boston Police Homicide Unit
responded to many additional calls for service. The Unit responded to 104 “Specials”.
Specials are incidents in which Homicide is requested to respond and initially investigate
the case with the assistance of district units and forensic groups. If circumstances, such
as victim survival or the case is deemed an unsuspicious death, district detectives then
resume as lead investigators of the case.
The Firearm Discharge Team responded and investigated ten (10) Officer Involved
Shootings in 2016, five (5) of which were Code Red. These investigations utilize many
resources to fully investigate cause and actions of all individuals involved.
The Fatal Collision Investigation Team responded to 46 Motor Vehicle Crashes, 22 of
which resulted in a fatality. The team continues to investigate these cases and 6 of these
cases have led to, or are likely, to lead to an indictment.
Unsolved Squad (Cold Case)

In 2016, the Homicide Unit’s Unsolved Case Squad developed sufficient evidence in
two of these cases to warrant a presentation to the Grand Jury. One of these cases is from
1987 related to the murder of Dora Brimage. In July of 2016, this investigation and the
subsequent Grand Jury presentation culminated with the Indictment of James Paige for
the Murder of Dora Brimage.
The Unsolved Squad has also continued to work cooperatively with outside departments
and agencies in 2016. Beginning in 2014, throughout 2015 and into 2016, the Unsolved
Squad made considerable efforts to identify a 1994 Jane Doe homicide. This included
the exhumation of the remains, the collection of a DNA sample and exhaustive attempts
to have a facial reconstruction performed. Initially, these efforts were without results.
However, as these particular efforts became known to other law enforcement agencies,
the Unsolved Squad received multiple inquiries and requests for assistance in extra-jurisdictional cases. In 2016, one such request was from the Massachusetts State Police in
Worcester, along with Fitchburg Police. These agencies requested BPD’s assistance with
an exhumation of their own, in their attempt to locate the remains of Milagros Alvarado,
a 1994 Missing Person from Fitchburg. Although the DNA collected from the family
of Ms. Alvarado did not match the DNA collected from the remains exhumed by MSP/
Fitchburg PD, it did however come back as a positive match to our 1994 Jane Doe Homicide victim. This provided an answer to her family and a resolution for the Fitchburg
and Mass State Police.
Additionally, in 2016, at the invitation of the National Institute for Justice, Unsolved
Squad personnel had the opportunity to travel to Milwaukee, Wisconsin to participate in
a series of forums. These forums weredesigned to identify best practices and procedures
for the formation, funding and maintenance of cold case squads and cold case investigations on a national level.
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2016 Fugitive Unit Successes

2016 was an active and very successful year for the BPD’s Fugitive Unit. Although it is
impossible to highlight every possible category of arrests or all the work done by the unit,
the chart and narrative of the investigations help to give a sense of the amount of work
accomplished in 2016.

Some of the arrests above included the arrests of many high-profile homicide suspects.
For instance, this year an intense Fugitive investigation was launched by the Boston
Police Fugitive Unit to locate and arrest dangerous suspects responsible for a March 2016
homicide. After a lengthy interstate investigation, one suspect was tracked and arrested in
Georgia where he fled after the Murder. The two remaining suspects were then tracked to
Rhode Island and arrested by members of the BPD Fugitive Unit, Rhode Island S.P. and
U.S. Marshals High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area Task Force.
The Fugitive Unit was also responsible for the arrests of nine homicide suspects in
November of 2016. After a lengthy and difficult Homicide investigation that involved
multiple suspects, arrest warrants for nine individuals were issued. On 11/8/2016 Members of the Fugitive Unit began their search for these suspects with immense logistical
and operational challenges based on the fact that there were nine suspects some of whom
were thought to be residing outside of Boston. Additionally in order to assist the Homicide investigators with interviews and arrest strategies it was important to try and
arrest some of the suspects at the same time so as not alert one another of the impending
arrests. With an extreme amount of effort and dedication, members of the Fugitive Unit
were able to locate and arrest all nine homicide suspects within 48 hours of the warrants
being issued. Three of these suspects were found and arrested outside of the City.
In addition to the successes described above, the Fugitive Unit participated in five (5)
large scale multi-agency operations to get violent criminals off the streets of Boston. The
Fugitive Unit was responsible for all of the extradition and rendition cases in the City
of Boston. This included traveling to various states within the United States as well as
other countries in order to extradite prisoners back to Boston to answer for their charges.
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They completed 56 cases, 44 of which are closed and 14 of which required travel outside
Massachusetts for extradition.
Homicide Victim Advocacy

The Homicide Units’ Victim Resource Officer continued to build relationships and
provide impactful programming to assist victim’s families with services. Some highlights
include new collaborations and partnerships to bring healing to families. This year, the
Victim Resource Officer worked in partnership with the City of Boston’s Arts-In-Residence Program’s musician Shaw Pong Liu, throughout the Spring and Summer. Events
included Arlington Street Church in Boston’s“Harmony & Hope: Responding to
Violence with Music” event during ArtWeek Boston. This event featured 12 hours of live
classical chamber music, as a healing response to the increasing violence while honoring
the memory homicide victims.
The Homicide Unit has participated in many workshops and
presentations related to the impact of homicide and trauma across
the city. Participation included Louis D. Brown Peace Institute
Leadership Academy’s workshops for surviving families, Boston
Public Health Commission’s listening sessions regarding trauma
response, and a collaboration with the Center for Homicide Bereavement clinicians and the Boston Center for Youth & Families
in a forum in remembrance of homicide victims for survivors.
Boston Police also launched the “Series for Justice” videos featuring surviving families
& homicide investigators in spotlighting and seeking the public’s assistance in coming
forward with any information relative to unsolved homicide cases.
In 2016, the Homicide Unit held the 6th Annual Survivors of Homicide & Resource Providers Network BBQ at Boston Center for Youth & Families Administrative Office. The
event also included the announcement and ribbon cutting of the “Survivors Room” located at the BCYF. This room will serve as an alternative space for survivors and/or witnesses
to meet with homicide investigators, prosecutors and/or victim-witness advocates.
Can Homicide Detectives Improve Homicide Clearance Rates?

Over the last 5 years, the Boston Police Department has participated in an academic
study funded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance’s Smart Policing Initiative. The goal of
this initiative was to determine if investigative procedures and resources could influence
homicides clearances. Researchers conducted a statistical analysis of Boston homicides
from 2007 through 2011 to determine data that could influence homicide clearances.
While this data was being collected, the BPD Homicide Unit identified best practices internally, nationally and internationally to create a set of interventions. Findings from this
study, published in a scholarly article titled Can Homicide Detectives Improve Homicide
Clearance Rates? by Dr. Anthony Braga, Distinguished Professor and Director at Northeastern University, proved that the intervention was associated with a 10% increase in the
base homicide clearance rate. Importantly, improvement in Boston homicide clearance
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rate remained statistically-significant when existing trends, seasons, case characteristics,
neighborhood characteristics, and other factors were considered. The intervention procedures that proved to be most beneficial have now been incorporated into the Boston
Police Homicide Unit and responding units’ procedural responsibilities when responding to Death Investigations.

2016 TRAINING
As technology and police–community relationships continue to change, the BPD
Homicide Unit remains committed to proper training and utilization of resources
to properly respond to these incidents. BPD Homicide Detectives attended and
facilitated the following:
•

The New York State Police Department’s Colonel Henry F. Williams Homicide
Seminar. This training provides the opportunity to gain insight and feedback from
international organizations on our current procedures, as well as learn formal practices in critical areas of investigation such as forensic pathology, odontology, anthropology, psychology and behavior analysis, crime scene reconstruction, domestic violence,
and advances in forensic technology.

•

New York Police Detective Bureau Interrogator’s Course provided a one-week course
at the FDNY MetroTech Facility in downtown Brooklyn, NY. Some of the areas covered through the course included Logic and Reasoning, Video Recording of Interrogations, Detecting Deception and Verifiable Defenses.

•

Haag Shooting Reconstruction Training, a practical, hands on training in trajectory
measurement techniques, and a comparison of known impact angles to measured
angles in walls, cars, other objects and materials. This training provides instruction on
the correct usage of trajectory analysis equipment (rods, lasers, protractors, and more);
a thorough review of small arms ammunition and projectile design characteristics
critical to shooting reconstruction and an examination of shooting reconstruction.

•

Department-led Firearm Discharge Investigation Training provides formal training
on Officer Involved Shooting Investigations. The training consisted of rule review,
procedures and responsibilities, the use of Forensics Groups, evidence and equipment
training. This year’s training also include the dynamics of Body Worn Cameras in
Firearm Discharge Investigations due to the current Boston Police Body Worn Camera Pilot Program.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE HOMICIDE UNIT COMMANDER
Despite the progress and successes throughout 2016, homicides are the most challenging
crimes for detectives to investigate. They affect victims’ families, as well as the communities in which they occur. The Boston Police Homicide Unit is committed to thorough,
professional and complete investigation to ensure justice for all. The Boston Police Homicide Unit desires several outcomes in solving homicide case:
• Identification, apprehension, prosecution and conviction of the suspect.
• A sense of justice for the victim and survivors.
• A sense of contributing to public safety within the neighborhoods of the
City of Boston and the community.
We are committed to working in partnership and reinforce our relationships with
all survivors groups and community organizations in the upcoming years.
Sincerely Yours,

Lieutenant Detective Darrin P. Greeley
Commander, Boston Police Homicide Unit
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